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ABSTRACT
Embodiments of the invention generally provide a method and apparatus for enabling digital rights management in file transfers. One embodiment of a method for transferring digital content from a first user to a second user, includes transferring ownership of an instance of the digital content to the second user, where the instance of the digital content resides on a first device belonging to the first user. Copies of the digital content are then deleted from one or more additional devices belonging to the first user (including at least one offline device).
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FIG. 2
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR ENABLING DIGITAL RIGHTS MANAGEMENT IN FILE TRANSFERS

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention generally relates to digital media, and more particularly relates to digital rights management.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Digital Rights Management (DRM) is an umbrella term that refers to technologies used by publishers and/or copyright owners to control access to and usage of digital data (e.g., digital music, images, text, etc.) and digital hardware (e.g., digital media players), and to restrictions associated with specific instances of digital work or devices. For example, DRM may control the number of times that a legitimate owner of a specific instance of a digital work may reproduce that instance of work for his or her own use, to control the manner in which the owner may share the instance of work with others, or to control the manner in which the owner may transfer ownership of the instance of work to another party.

For example, a first user may wish to transfer ownership of a legally purchased MPEG-1 Audio Layer 3 (mp3) music file, or of a video file, to a second user, much in the same way the first user might sell a used compact disk or digital video disk of the same work. This is also referred to as a “MOVE” (as opposed to a “COPY”, which would leave the original file in place). However, the first user may have multiple copies of the mp3 or video file on various connected and disconnected devices (e.g., personal computer, personal digital assistant, digital music player, cellular telephone, etc.). Conventional methods for file transfer do not account for extra copies of transferred content, nor do they seek to eliminate these extra copies when ownership of the content changes hands. For instance, in the above example, such inability would allow the first user to transfer one copy of the mp3 or video file to the second user, while retaining any other copies for him or herself. Thus, unless the transferring party is diligent in checking all of his or her connected and unconnected devices and eliminating extra copies of the transferred content, one cannot be sure that the ownership has been transferred properly. This defeats the purposes of many policies that motivate DRM.

Therefore, there is a need for a method and apparatus for enabling digital rights management in file transfers.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

So that the manner in which the above recited embodiments of the invention are attained and can be understood in detail, a more particular description of the invention, briefly summarized above, may be had by reference to the embodiments thereof which are illustrated in the appended drawings. It is to be noted, however, that the appended drawings illustrate only typical embodiments of this invention and are therefore not to be considered limiting of its scope, for the invention may admit to other equally effective embodiments.

FIG. 1 is a flow diagram illustrating one embodiment of a method for enabling digital rights management, according to the present invention;

FIG. 2 is a flow diagram illustrating one embodiment of a method for enabling digital rights management, according to the present invention; and

FIG. 3 is a high level block diagram of the present DRM autosync method that is implemented using a general purpose computing device.

To facilitate understanding, identical reference numerals have been used, where possible, to designate identical elements that are common to the figures.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

Embodiments of the invention generally provide a method and apparatus for enabling digital rights management in file transfers. In one embodiment, the invention syncs a user’s personal electronic devices to ensure that once the user transfers digital content to another party, copies of the content are automatically eliminated from the personal electronic devices. This substantially ensures that no unauthorized copies of the content will remain on the user’s devices upon transfer.

FIG. 1 is a flow diagram illustrating one embodiment of a method 100 for enabling digital rights management, according to the present invention. The method 100 may be implemented, for example, at a personal electronic device (e.g., including, but not limited to, a personal computer, a personal digital assistant, a digital music player, a cellular telephone, a personal video recorder, a digital video recorder, a digital video player, a set top box, a portable media player, a gaming console or the like).

The method 100 is initialized at step 102 and proceeds to step 104, where the method 100 transfers ownership of a specific instance of digital content (e.g., a digital music file, a digital text file, a digital image or video file, a software application, etc.) from a first user to a second user. For instance, the first user may wish to transfer ownership of a particular mp3 music file or a cellular telephone ring tone to the second user.

In step 106, the method 100 automatically deletes any copies of the digital content from synced personal electronic devices belonging to the first user (e.g., where all of the first user’s devices are members of a secure home domain, such as a family domain or an authorized domain). For instance, referring back to the above example, the method 100 may delete any copies of the mp3 or ring tone residing on devices other than that from which the transferred instance of the mp3 or ring tone resided. In one embodiment, deletion of the digital content from the synced personal electronic devices is done in a manner that prevents recovery of the digital content from the devices on which the digital content was deleted (i.e., “secure” deletion). The method 100 then terminates in step 108.

Thus, the method 100 substantially ensures that copyright and ownership rights in digital media are protected and preserved in the transfer of specific instances of digital content, without requiring owners to manually search for and delete copies of the digital content. The method 100 automatically syncs an owner’s personal electronic devices so that, upon transfer of an instance of digital content, copies of the content are reliably and efficiently removed without requiring any further action on the owner’s part. Thus, the present invention may be considered as the digital equivalent of giving a friend a purchased compact disk for a gift: transfer of digital content and assets between two parties is enabled, while it is ensured that the transferee does not retain unauthorized copies of the content on other devices once the transfer is complete.

However, since, at the time of the transfer, not all of the synchronized devices may be “online” or connected to the transferring device, deletion on these offline devices may not occur until the next synchronization (which would occur once the offline devices connect to the transferring device). As
described in further detail below with respect to FIG. 2, this issue may be addressed by transferring only partial ownership rights to the second user upon transfer of the actual digital content, and withholding full ownership rights until it can be confirmed that all copies of the digital content have been deleted from the first user’s devices. In one embodiment, elimination of copies involves requiring the user of a digital device (e.g., the first user) to periodically renew his or her domain membership, at which point the transferred digital content would be deleted. If the user fails to do so, no new content will be allowed to be streamed or copied to the user’s devices until the transferred digital content is purged. In a further embodiment, if the offline device does not reconnect to the domain within a predefined period of time, the offline device may refuse to play content already present on the device, forcing the user to renew the device’s domain membership. Furthermore, offline devices that do not reconnect to the domain within the predefined period of time cannot participate in any other home domain functionality. In another embodiment, if one or more of the first user’s devices never reconnects after the transfer of the digital content, the second user never gets full ownership rights.

Thus, there are three potential scenarios at the time at which the digital content is transferred: (1) all of the first user’s devices are online, and the digital content can be removed from all of the devices before the digital content is transferred to the second user; (2) some of the first user’s devices are offline, but the digital content will be deleted from these devices once they are online; or (3) the second user is provided with limited ownership rights in the digital content until the first user verifies complete removal of the digital content from all connected and disconnected devices.

Moreover, although the method 100 is described in terms of a method for protecting commercial copyrighted material, it is to be appreciated that the method 100 may be implemented to protect a user’s personal digital media as well (e.g., the user’s personal photos, documents, recordings and the like). Thus, for instance, the user may invoke the method 100 in order to transfer his or her media from an old personal computer to a new personal computer, while ensuring that no copies of the digital media remain on the old personal computer. In such a case, embodiments of the present invention support “secure” (i.e., unrecoverable) removal of the digital media, such that the digital media cannot be recovered from the old personal computer.

FIG. 2 is a flow diagram illustrating one embodiment of a method 200 for enabling digital rights management, according to the present invention. Specifically, the method 200 presents the high-level DRM enablement method of FIG. 1 in more detail. Like the method 100, the method 200 may be implemented, for example, at a personal electronic device (e.g., including, but not limited to, a personal computer, a personal digital assistant, a digital music player, a cellular telephone or the like).

The method 200 is initialized at step 202 and proceeds to step 204, where the method 200 receives a request to transfer digital content (e.g., a digital music file, a digital text file, a digital image or video file or the like). The request is made by the original owner of the specific instance of digital content to be transferred. In one embodiment, the request specifies a prospective new owner to whom the digital content is to be transferred. For example, the request may specify that the original owner of a legally purchased mp3 file would like to transfer ownership of the mp3 to a prospective new owner.

In step 205, the method 200 verifies ownership of the digital content to be transferred. That is, the method 200 verifies that the original owner of the digital content is a legitimate (e.g., legal) owner of the digital content, and, as such, has the power to convey ownership of the digital content to the prospective new owner. For example, in one embodiment, a third-party verification system is used to verify ownership of the digital content by the original owner. In another embodiment, ownership is tracked and/or controlled by a database. In yet another embodiment, where the rights object is bound to a particular device (or domain of devices), this verification step includes comparing the device or domain ID with an ID found in the rights object. Or, if rights are bound to a device, the possession of the unique keys to decrypt and authenticate the license verifies the ownership. In a further embodiment, a chain of certificates is verified, where the chain goes back from the current device, through any intermediary owners, and finally to the certificate authority used to sign the original rights object issued to the first purchaser.

In step 206, the method 200 establishes the prospective new owner’s agreement to receive ownership of the digital content. For example, the method 200 may send a message to the prospective new owner requesting that the prospective new owner respond with his or her consent to receive ownership of the digital content. Once the prospective new owner’s agreement has been established, the method 200 proceeds to step 207 and syncs at least two of the original owner’s digital devices, including at least one device on which the digital content to be transferred resides. In one embodiment, the synced devices include both connected (to a network) and unconnected (to the network) devices that rely on autosync-type functions to keep an inventory of content consistent among multiple devices. For example, the original owner of the mp3 in the above example may have three copies of the mp3, where one copy resides on each of: a personal computer, a digital music player and a cellular telephone. The personal computer, digital music player and cellular telephone would be synced together to maintain a complete list of songs legally purchased by the original owner.

In step 208, the method 200 transfers the digital content from the original owner to the prospective new owner. In one embodiment, the transfer to the new owner in step 208 includes the transfer of ownership rights to the digital content; full ownership rights are not transferred to the new owner until it is confirmed that the digital content has been successfully and completely transferred and is unrecoverable from the original owner’s devices, as described in greater detail below. For example, the new owner’s device might only be able to play back the digital content, or may only be able to provide degraded playback (e.g., lower resolution), but would not be able to share the digital content with other devices until full ownership is transferred.

The method 200 then proceeds to step 209 and confirms that the transfer of ownership was successful (i.e., that the prospective new owner has received the complete digital content and rights object to be transferred). In one embodiment, successful transfer is acknowledged or confirmed by the new owner (e.g., via a message sent by the new owner). In another embodiment, a device belonging to the new owner, to which the digital content was transferred, sends an automatic acknowledgment, if parameters of the digital content fit a template known by the device. In yet another embodiment, the recipient device opens the rights object and extracts a key needed to decrypt the digital content. The recipient device then computes a hash over the digital content and compares the hash to a value stored in the rights object. If the hash matches the stored value, then the recipient device is able to successfully decrypt the digital content and confirm that the contents are the same as when the rights object was created.
Once the transfer of ownership is complete, the method 200 proceeds to step 210 and looks for additional copies of the transferred digital content on the original owner’s synced devices. In one embodiment, this search is performed in the background operations of the synced devices.

In step 212, the method 200 determines whether any additional copies of the transferred digital content were found on any of the original owner’s synced devices. If the method 200 concludes in step 212 that at least one additional copy of the transferred content has been found on at least one of the original owner’s synced devices, the method 200 proceeds to step 214 and automatically deletes the copies from the devices on which they reside. In one embodiment, deletion of the copies in accordance with step 212 is done in a way that ensures that the deleted digital content is not recoverable from the devices.

Once the additional copies of the transferred digital content have been deleted from the original owner’s devices, the method 200 proceeds to step 215 and confirms the new ownership of the digital content. In one embodiment, confirmation of the new owner’s legitimate ownership in step 215 includes transferring full ownership rights to the new owner. Thus, as discussed above, the new owner does not assume full ownership rights in the digital content until the new owner has accepted the complete digital content and the copies on the original owner’s devices have been rendered unrecoverable.

The details of how ownership rights in the digital content are transferred to the new owner’s device are DRM system-specific. For instance, Intellectual Property Rights Management (IPRM) sends a KEY-REQ and a KEY-REP transaction, which include a content decryption key and the rights associated with the content being transferred. This is preceded by a mutual device authentication (specific to the DRM system). In one embodiment, the original user domain management must be able to account for all disconnected devices, and confirmation in accordance with step 215 occurs only after all disconnected device have connected to the domain again. Alternatively, the original user domain must account for all copies of the original digital content that were given to portable devices, and confirmation in accordance with step 215 occurs after all devices that possessed copies of the digital content have connected to the domain again and purged the copies.

Referring back to step 212, if the method 200 alternatively concludes that no additional copies of the transferred content have been found on any of the original owner’s synced devices, the method 200 proceeds directly to step 215 and confirms the new ownership of the digital content before terminating in step 216.

One potential complication includes the scenario where two portable (i.e., offline) devices owned by a first user hold copies of the digital content, and each of the portable devices transfers its copy of the digital content (i.e., to a second user and to a third user) at the same time. When the first user’s portable devices later sync up with the home domain, each will delete its corresponding copy of the digital content. However, since neither device knows that the other device also transferred its copy of the digital content, two transfers resulted instead of one. If the right to transfer the digital content was limited to a transfer to one person, then the stipulation would have been violated by the multiple transfers. Thus, in one embodiment, this situation is substantially prevented by prohibiting the first user’s portable devices from making transfers as a default; only the device possessing the original copy of the digital content has the right to transfer the digital content.

In order to avoid confusion, the first user should be made aware of the fact that copies of the digital content that reside on portable devices cannot be transferred. The first user should also be further made aware of the fact that, if digital content has been transferred, a copy of the digital content that resides on a portable device will likely disappear when the portable device syncs up with the home domain. In one embodiment, the first user is notified of such a deletion during the syncing process.

In yet another embodiment, a portable device may be the device from which the first user is most likely to make a transfer of digital content. In such a case, the first user may be granted the choice to give the portable device the right to transfer digital content. In one embodiment, the first user is given this choice at the time that the digital content is copied to the portable device. In one embodiment, the original device from which the digital content is copied to the portable device will lose the right to transfer the copied digital content, so that there still remains only one device capable of making transfers of the copied digital content. If the portable device then transfers the digital content, all copies of the transferred digital content will be deleted from the home domain when the portable device syncs up with the home domain.

FIG. 3 is a high level block diagram of the present DRM autosync method that is implemented using a general purpose computing device 300. In one embodiment, a general purpose computing device 300 comprises a processor 302, a memory 304, an autosync module 305 and various input/output (I/O) devices 306 such as a display, a keyboard, a mouse, a modem, a network connection and the like. In one embodiment, at least one I/O device is a storage device (e.g., a disk drive, an optical disk drive, a floppy disk drive). It should be understood that the autosync module 305 can be implemented as a physical device or subsystem that is coupled to a processor through a communication channel.

Alternatively, the autosync module 305 can be represented by one or more software applications (or even a combination of software and hardware, e.g., using Application Specific Integrated Circuits (ASIC)), where the software is loaded from a storage medium (e.g., I/O devices 306) and operated by the processor 302 in the memory 304 of the general purpose computing device 300. Additionally, the software may run in a distributed or partitioned fashion on two or more computing devices similar to the general purpose computing device 300. Thus, in one embodiment, the autosync module 305 for eliminating copies of transferred digital media described herein with reference to the preceding figures can be stored on a computer readable medium or carrier (e.g., RAM, magnetic or optical drive or diskette, and the like).

Thus, the present invention represents a significant advancement in the field of digital media. Embodiments of the invention generally provide a method and system for enabling digital rights management. In one embodiment, the invention synchronizes a user’s personal electronic devices to ensure that once the user transfers digital content to another party, copies of the content are automatically eliminated from the personal electronic devices. This substantially ensures that no unauthorized copies of the content will remain on the user’s devices upon transfer.

While the foregoing is directed to embodiments of the invention, other and further embodiments of the invention may be devised without departing from the basic scope thereof.

What is claimed is:

1. A method for transferring digital content from a first user to a second user, the method comprising:
   syncing a first device belonging to the first user and one or more additional devices belonging to the first user, to create a group of synced devices comprising the first device and the one or more additional devices;
   transferring a partial ownership of an instance of the digital content from the first device belonging to the first user to a second device belonging to the second user, the
instance of the digital content residing on the first device belonging to the first user and having a first resolution, wherein the partial ownership comprises a right to render the content using a second resolution on the second device belonging to the second user;

in response to a determination that one or more copies of the digital content reside on the one or more additional devices belonging to the first user, automatically deleting, upon transferring of the partial ownership, the one or more copies of the digital content at the one or more additional devices belonging to the first user and synced to the first device, the one or more additional devices including at least one offline device, wherein deleting a copy of the digital content at the at least one offline device comprises deleting the copy of the digital content when the at least one offline device becomes online; and based upon a confirmation that no copies of the digital content reside on the one or more additional devices belonging to the first user, conveying full ownership of the instance of the digital content from the first device belonging to the first user to the second device belonging to the second user, wherein the full ownership comprises a right to render the content using at least the first resolution on the second device belonging to the second user; wherein the partial ownership further comprises a limitation to disable the second user from copying or transferring the content to another user; and the full ownership comprises providing the second user a right to copy or transfer the content to another user.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the automatically deleting comprises:

searching the group of synced devices for copies of the digital content; and

deleting any copies of the digital content that are found.

3. The method of claim 2, wherein the searching is performed in the background operations of the synced devices.

4. The method of claim 1, wherein the deleting comprises:

detecting when the at least one offline device is online;

searching the at least one offline device for a copy of the digital content; and

deleting the copy of the digital content, if a copy of the digital content is found.

5. The method of claim 4, wherein, until the at least one offline device has been searched and any copies of the digital content have been deleted therefrom, the at least one offline device is prevented from doing at least one of: receiving new digital content, receiving a key for an existing digital content or participating in a home domain functionality.

6. The method of claim 1, wherein the digital content includes at least one of: a digital music file, a digital text file, a digital image file or a digital video file.

7. The method of claim 1, wherein the first device and the one or more additional devices include at least one of: a personal computer, a personal digital assistant, a digital video recorder, a portable media player, a digital music player or a cellular telephone.

8. The method of claim 1, wherein the one or more additional devices belonging to the first user are, by default, prohibited from transferring digital content to other devices.

9. The method of claim 1, wherein the first device belonging to the first user is an offline device that has been granted the right to transfer the digital content.

10. A non-transitory computer readable medium containing an executable program for transferring digital content from a first user to a second user, where the program performs the steps of:

syncing a first device belonging to the first user and one or more additional devices belonging to the first user, to create a group of synced devices comprising the first device and the one or more additional devices;

transferring a partial ownership of an instance of the digital content from the first device belonging to the first user to a second device belonging to the second user, the instance of the digital content residing on the first device belonging to the first user and having a first resolution, wherein the partial ownership comprises a right to render the content using a second resolution on the second device belonging to the second user;

in response to a determination that one or more copies of the digital content reside on the one or more additional devices belonging to the first user, automatically deleting, upon transferring of the partial ownership, the one or more copies of the digital content at the one or more additional devices belonging to the first user and synced to the first device, the one or more additional devices including at least one offline device, wherein deleting a copy of the digital content when the at least one offline device becomes online; and based upon a confirmation that no copies of the digital content reside on the one or more additional devices belonging to the first user, conveying full ownership of the instance of the digital content from the first device belonging to the first user to the second device belonging to the second user, wherein the full ownership comprises a right to render the content using at least the first resolution on the second device belonging to the second user; wherein the partial ownership further comprises a limitation to disable the second user from copying or transferring the content to another user; and the full ownership comprises providing the second user a right to copy or transfer the content to another user.

11. The computer readable medium of claim 10, wherein the automatically deleting comprises:

searching the group of synced devices for copies of the digital content; and

deleting any copies of the digital content that are found.

12. The computer readable medium of claim 11, wherein the searching is performed in the background operations of the synced devices.

13. The computer readable medium of claim 10, wherein the deleting comprises:

detecting when the at least one offline device is online;

searching the at least one offline device for a copy of the digital content; and

deleting the copy of the digital content, if a copy of the digital content is found.

14. The computer readable medium of claim 10, wherein the digital content includes at least one of: a digital music file, a digital text file, a digital image file or a digital video file.

15. The computer readable medium of claim 10, wherein the first device and the one or more additional devices include at least one of: a personal computer, a personal digital assistant, a digital video recorder, a portable media player, a digital music player or a cellular telephone.

16. A system for transferring digital content from a first user to a second user, the system comprising:

a first device belonging to the first user, the first device comprising a processor and configured to transfer a partial ownership of an instance of the digital content from the first device belonging to the first user to a second device belonging to the second user, the instance of the digital content residing on the first device belonging to
the first user and having a first resolution, wherein the partial ownership comprises a right to render the content using a second resolution on the second device belonging to the second user;

the first device further configured to sync a first device belonging to the first user and one or more additional devices belonging to the first user, to create a group of synced devices comprising the first device and the one or more additional devices;

the first device further configured to, in response to a determination that one or more copies of the digital content reside on the one or more additional devices belonging to the first user, automatically delete, upon transferring of the partial ownership, the one or more copies of the digital content at the one or more additional devices belonging to the first user and synced to the first device, the one or more additional devices including at least one offline device, wherein deleting a copy of the digital content at the at least one offline device comprises deleting the copy of the digital content when the at least one offline device becomes online; and

the first device further configured to, based upon a confirmation that no copies of the digital content reside on the one or more additional devices belonging to the first user, convey full ownership of the instance of the digital content from the first device belonging to the first user to the second device belonging to the second user, wherein the full ownership comprises a right to render the content using at least the first resolution on the second device belonging to the second user;

wherein the partial ownership further comprises a limitation to disable the second user from copying or transferring the content to another user; and the full ownership comprises providing the second user a right to copy or transfer the content to another user.

17. The method of claim 1, wherein the second resolution is lower than the first resolution.

18. The method of claim 1, wherein the second resolution is the same as the first resolution.

19. The computer readable medium of claim 10, wherein the second resolution is lower than the first resolution.

20. The computer readable medium of claim 10, wherein the second resolution is the same as the first resolution.